
ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS



Satsuma - Fog printed on Midnight base cloth.



ACOUSTIC SOLUTIONS

Natural light, oversized windows, high ceilings, glass boxes, open plan spaces are all 
aesthetically pleasing design choices loved by modern architects and interior designers. 

However, these beautiful spaces often present acoustic challenges, as noise reverberates, echoes 
and amplifies off these hard surfaces.

Noise can be unwanted sound and we are besieged with accidental and unpleasant sounds 
on a daily basis. Considering this, sound that is not managed, is interfering with complex task 

performance, speech intelligibility, behaviour, and is a potential stress inducer. This is therefore 
contradicting the experiences we want people to have, whether it be in the work place, relaxing 

in a hotel, recovering in hospital or enjoying your later years in an aged care facility. 

With the aim to tackle the reflected sound within these commercial space, Materialised offer a 
variety of solutions, for a harmonious balance of acoustics and aesthetics. 

Our Acoustic Art & Pin plus our transparent, opaque and light reduction draperies all have 
impressive NRC (noise reduction coefficient) ratings and are flame retardant to 

Australian/New Zealand standards.

Our transparent range of Hush Acoustics Sheer Drapery or Blind Fabrics, are suitable for any space 
where the sound of the room, as well as lighting design are the focus. 

Our Light Reduction / Opaque Acoustic Drapery Fabric is available as a plain option or printed 
with the iconic Materialised print range on offer. The designs and colour choices are endless and 

would suit any interior space. 

Materialised Acoustic Art and Pin are additional innovative noise reduction systems that  are 
complemented by the Materialised print range, plus an extensive Image Library to choose from. 

Our Acoustic Art and Pin withstands the test of ISO/AS standards and the acoustic fill 
medium made from recycled PET plastic. 



Sheer Drapery Fabric in Frequency Pumice and White (top), Wavelength Pumice and Soundcheck Charcoal (bottom)

HUSHACOUSTICS
Sheer Drapery Fabric
You’ll hardly believe the difference a lightweight acoustic 
sheer will make to the reverberation and echo within office 
areas, conference rooms, restaurants, hotel lobbies and 
multi-functional halls.

Our Hush Sheer Drapery Fabric; Soundcheck, 
Wavelength and Frequency absorb sound and improve 
understandability. They are semi-transparent, flame 
retardant (Trevira CS), wide width, durable and have noise 
reduction coefficient results between 0.58 and 0.62 – a 
combination previously unavailable for modern architecture.

Soundcheck, Wavelength and Frequency are woven with a 

ribbon shaped Trevira CS yarn. This modified polyester yarn 
filament is the key to their sound absorption, managing the 
flow of sound waves passing through at a particular rate. As 
sound passes through the fabric repeatedly, it bounces off 
a reflective surface changing the tone, becoming muffled. 
This results in the sound losing some of its energy and 
therefore reduces sound levels. 

Soundcheck comes in five colourways – White, Sand, 
Pumice, Stone and Charcoal.

Frequency and Wavelength come in two colourways each – 
White and Pumice.



Frequency Hz Soundcheck Frequency Wavelength

250 0.23 0.25 0.30

500 0.75 0.72 0.79

1000 0.75 0.69 0.60

2000 0.62 0.64 0.66

Mean Result 0.59 NRC 0.58 NRC 0.60 NRC

Name Soundcheck Frequency Wavelength

Usage Acoustic Sheer Drapery Acoustic Sheer Drapery Acoustic Sheer Drapery

Width 330cm approx. 330cm approx. 330cm approx. 

Pattern Repeat n/a v – 18cm approx., h – n/a v – 64.5cm, h – 15cm approx.

Composition Trevira CS / Polyester Trevira CS / Polyester Trevira CS / Polyester

Flammability AS/NZS 1530 pt 2 AS/NZS 1530 pt 2 AS/NZS 1530 pt 2

NRC Rating 0.59 0.58 0.60

Colours Available 5 2 2

Link materialised.com
/products/soundcheck

materialised.com
/products/frequency

materialised.com
/products/wavelength

Installation Instructions

Fabric Care
Mat 6. Warm Wash. DO NOT TUMBLE DRY. Drip dry in shade. Do not bleach. Cool iron. 

Dry clean  30. Possible shrinkage 3%. Important:  Do not wash or dry with any other articles. 

For optimum acoustic benefit, we recommend the curtain track be positioned 
15 to 20cm from the window or wall, with a minimum 2:1 fullness ratio using a S-Fold style of heading.

Acoustic Results  –  Sound Absorption Rates
To quantify our fabrics as commercial acoustic solutions, each is tested and awarded an NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) 
rating. The NRC relates to the absorption effectiveness of the material, and is calculated by averaging how absorptive a material 
is at 4 different frequencies: 250hz, 500hz, 1000hz and 2000hz. Taking this average number, it is then applied it to the NRC scale 
of 0 to 1. A perfectly sound absorptive material achieves a 1, whereas a 0 indicates no absorption. 

With the fabric positioned approximately 15 to 20cm from the window or wall, researchers found that it could absorb up to five 
times as much sound as a typical lightweight fabric. At low frequencies, around 200hz, it absorbed no more than about a fifth of 
the incidental  sound energy. However, at frequencies of about 500hz (human ears have a maximum sensitivity between about 
3000-4000hz), the fabric absorbed about three quarters of the incidental sound energy. 



Sheer Blind Fabric in Frequency Blind  and Soundcheck Blind

Like the Hush Acoustics Sheer Drapery Fabric, Materialised 
range of Hush Acoustic Sheer Blind Fabric absorbs sound, 
improves understandability, are semi-transparent, flame 
retardant (Trevira CS), wide width, durable and have noise 
reduction coefficient results between 0.57 and 0.62.

Frequency Blind and Soundcheck Blind Fabric are woven with 
a ribbon shaped Trevira CS yarn. This modified polyester yarn 
filament is the key to its sound absorption, managing the 
flow of sound waves passing through at a particular rate. As 
sound passes through the fabric repeatedly, it bounces off a 

reflective surface changing the tone, becoming muffled. 
This results in the sound losing some of its energy and 
therefore reduces sound levels.

Frequency Blind comes in one colourway – White.

Soundcheck Blind comes in three different colourways – 
White, Pumice and Charcoal. 

Sheer Drapery Fabric

HUSHACOUSTICS



Frequency Hz Frequency Blind Soundcheck Blind

250 0.25 0.25

500 0.71 0.80

1000 0.69 0.76

2000 0.63 0.64

Mean Result 0.57 NRC 0.62 NRC

Acoustic Results  –  Sound Absorption Rates
To quantify our fabrics as commercial acoustic solutions, each is tested and awarded an NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) 
rating. The NRC relates to the absorption effectiveness of the material, and is calculated by averaging how absorptive a material 
is at 4 different frequencies: 250hz, 500hz, 1000hz and 2000hz. Taking this average number, it is then applied it to the NRC scale 
of 0 to 1. A perfectly sound absorptive material achieves a 1, whereas a 0 indicates no absorption. 

With the fabric positioned approximately 15 to 20cm from the window or wall, researchers found that it could absorb up to five 
times as much sound as a typical lightweight fabric. At low frequencies, around 200hz, it absorbed no more than about a fifth of 
the incidental  sound energy. However, at frequencies of about 500hz (human ears have a maximum sensitivity between about 
3000-4000hz), the fabric absorbed about three quarters of the incidental sound energy. 

Name Frequency Blind Soundcheck Blind

Usage   Acoustic Blind Fabric   Acoustic Blind Fabric

Width 330cm approx. 330cm approx. 

Pattern Repeat v – 18cm approx., h – n/a n/a

Composition Trevira CS / Polyester Trevira CS / Polyester

Flammability AS/NZS 1530 pt 2 AS/NZS 1530 pt 2

NRC Rating 0.57 0.62

Colours Available 2 3

Link
materialised.com

/products/frequency-blind

materialised.com

/products/soundcheck-blind

Installation Instructions

Fabric Care Mat 7. Dust regularly. Spot clean with a damp cloth. Do not wash. Do not dry clean.

For optimum acoustic benefit, we recommend the
 blind be positioned 15 to 20cm from the window or wall.



HUSHACOUSTICS
Light Reduction / Opaque Drapery Fabric
Our range of Light Reduction / Opaque Drapery Fabric offers 
an array of print designs and plain colour options to satisfy 
the most exacting demands in aesthetics and functionality.

These fabrics offer the look and feel of soft drape, whilst their 
technology offers functionality as both light reduction and 
acoustic control, delivering an outstanding Noise Reduction 
Coefficient between 0.58 and 0.71. 

These fabrics are printable in any of our iconic print 
collections or can be used as stand alone additions, adding 
neutral, discreet undertones to your interior space. 

To view the design options, visit: www.materialised.com/
product-category/print.

The Light Reduction / Opaque Drapery range includes: 
Cameron, Shimmer*, Nightline*, White Knight*, Midnight* 
and In the Dark Black.

* Print compatible fabric.

Midnight Base Cloth printed with Satsuma Fog



Frequency Hz Cameron Shimmer Nightline White Knight Midnight In The Dark

250 0.52 0.48 0.43 0.49 0.42 0.40

500 0.95 0.96 0.93 0.82 0.82 0.89

1000 0.74 0.75 0.71 0.53 0.56 0.63

2000 0.64 0.65 0.63 0.52 0.54 0.58

Mean Result 0.71 NRC 0.71 NRC 0.68 NRC 0.59 NRC 0.58 NRC 0.62 NRC

Name Cameron In The 
Dark Black White Knight Nightline Shimmer Midnight

Usage Wide Width Light 
Reduction Drapery Acoustic Drapery

Light Reduction 
Drapery, Acoustic 

Properties

Light Reduction 
Drapery, Acoustic 

Properties

Light Reduction 
Drapery, 
Acoustic 

Properties

Light Reduction 
Drapery, Acoustic 

Properties

Width 280cm approx. 150cm approx. 152cm approx. 148cm approx. 150cm approx. 147cm approx.

Pattern
 Repeat

n/a n/a Depends on print Depends on 
print

Depends on 
print Depends on print

Composi-
tion

Polyester FR Polyester Polyester Polyester Polyester Polyester

Flamma-
bility

AS/NZS 1530 
pt 2

AS/NZS 1530 
pt 2 & 3

AS/NZS 1530 
pt 2 & 3

AS/NZS 1530 
pt 2 & 3 

AS/NZS 1530 
pt 2 & 3

AS/NZS 1530 
pt 2 & 3

NRC Rating 0.71 0.62 0.59 0.68 0.71 0.58

Colours
 Available

3 1 1 1 1 1

Link materialised.com/
products/cameron

materialised.com/
products/in-the-

dark

materialised.com/
products/white-

knight

materialised.
com/products/

nightline

materialised.
com/products/

shimmer

materialised.
com/products/

midnight

Print 
Compatible

No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fabric Care
Mat 4. Warm Wash. Tumble dry at moderate temperature, ramping down to cool. Moderate iron. 

Dry clean  30. Possible shrinkage 3%. Important:  Do not wash or dry with any other articles. 

Acoustic Results  –  Sound Absorption Rates
To quantify our fabrics as commercial acoustic solutions, each is tested and awarded an NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) 
rating. The NRC relates to the absorption effectiveness of the material, and is calculated by averaging how absorptive a material 
is at 4 different frequencies: 250hz, 500hz, 1000hz and 2000hz. Taking this average number, it is then applied it to the NRC scale 
of 0 to 1. A perfectly sound absorptive material achieves a 1, whereas a 0 indicates no absorption. 

With the fabric positioned approximately 15 to 20cm from the window or wall, researchers found that it could absorb up to five 
times as much sound as a typical lightweight fabric. At low frequencies, around 200hz, it absorbed no more than about a fifth of 
the incidental  sound energy. However, at frequencies of about 500hz (human ears have a maximum sensitivity between about 
3000-4000hz), the fabric absorbed about three quarters of the incidental sound energy. 



All Acoustic Art and Acoustic Pin systems are designed to 
securely hold fabric without the use of adhesives, nails, tacks 
or tape. This allows you to recycle the framework while 
changing the fabric ‘skin’ if it is damaged or a change of 
decoration is required.  The system allows for the precise 
matching of both patterns and repeat at all seam locations if 
using multiple panels.

How does it work?

Each panel is constructed with a robust PVC tracking 
system that contains an acoustic polyester infill, which is 
the sound absorber. The sound waves pass through the 
outer skin of fabric, through to the infill where the sound 
energy is absorbed.

Each of our panels are faced with Corfu, a flame retardant 
fabric that has a modified weave, allowing air to freely 
pass through it. This fabric passes the acoustic ‘blow test’ 
successfully whilst maintaining printed colour beautifully.

Materialised Acoustic Art delivers an effective, affordable and 
adjustable acoustic solution – perfect for any area where noise 
negatively effects the soundscape - while adding a visual 
dimension to the space.

Acoustic Pin offers the same acoustic and aesthetic benefits 
as Acoustic Art, with the added benefit of a slimmer profile – 
perfect for work space pin boards.

Both Acoustic Art and Acoustic Pin are supplied, fully 
assembled and ready to hang – just like normal art/pin boards.

We understand that every space is unique, therefore our 
custom design options allow for an almost unlimited choice of 
design and colour, or you may choose to use your own images.

Can’t decide what images to use? Materialised makes choosing 
the perfect image as easy as possible through our extensive 
Image Library. 

What are the benefits of Acoustic Art and Pin?

Light Reduction / Opaque Drapery Fabric

Acoustic Art - Materialised Image Library Image number: 177364356

ACOUSTIC ART & PIN



Similar to our Hush Acoustics range, the acoustic fabric and acoustic infill are awarded an NRC (Noise Reduction Coefficient) 
rating. The NRC relates to the absorption effectiveness of the material, and is calculated by averaging how absorptive a material 
is at different frequencies. The average is applied to the NRC scale of 0 to 1. A number 1 result is perfectly absorptive material, 
whereas a 0 indicates no absorption.

Acoustic Results – Sound Absorption Rates

Fire Testing

• NCC Specification C1 .10-4 Fire Hazard Properties.

• ISO 9705 Fire Test - Full scale room test for surface 
products.

• Group Number: Group 1

• Smoke Growth rate: Less than 100

• NCC Classification: Group 1

• Non toxic, non allergenic and non irritant.
• No chemicals or resin binders are used in   
 manufacture. 
• It’s odourless and contains no harmful volatile  
 organic compounds (VOC). 
• No waste is generated in manufacture. 
• No water or ozone-depleting gases are used in  
 manufacture. 
• No chlorides are present in the product. 
• Suitable for use in Green Star™ projects. 

Special note regarding Polyester Acoustic Infill

Product Acoustic Art Infill Acoustic Pin Infill

Infill 100% recyclable polyester fibre and thermally 
bonded. See special note below.

100% recyclable polyester fibre and thermally 
bonded. See special note below.

Infill Thickness 24mm 12mm

Infill Weight 2300gsm 2400gsm

NRC Rating 0.85 0.45

Track Profile Extruded Polyester. 
50mm square panel cap end.

Extruded Polyester. 
25mm square panel cap end.

Textile Corfu – Polyester base cloth, printable with  
Materialised Image library or custom designs

Corfu – Polyester base cloth, printable with  
Materialised Image library or custom designs

Flammability  AS/NZ 1530 pt 3 AS/NZ 1530 pt 3

Sizes Available Available in a range of standard sizes or can be 
customised. All Acoustic Art is made to order.

Available in a range of standard sizes or can be 
customised. All Acoustic Pin is made to order.

Care Instructions
Gently vacuum regularly with appropriate attachment. If the Art/Pin is subject to spillage, it should 
be blotted up immediately. Keep blotting until spillage is removed. Warm soapy water or upholstery 
shampoo can be used for any marks or stains. Pre-test all solutions of a hidden area. Always rinse with 
clean water and blot dry to finish. If in any doubt, contact a cleaning specialist.

Frequency Hz Acoustic Art 
Polyester Infill – 24mm

SAcoustic Pin
Polyester Infill – 12mm

125 0.05 0.05

250 0.20 0.10

500 0.55 0.30

1000 0.85 0.65

2000 0.95 0.90

4000 0.95 0.45

Mean Result 0.85 NRC 0.62 NRC



Sydney 

Head Office: 19 Heath Rd, Blakehurst, NSW Australia 2221 
Show Room: Ground Floor, Unit 1, 53 Bourke Rd, Alexandria, NSW Australia 2015 

P +61 2 8558 3500  F +61 2 9546 5402 
sales@materialised.com  

Adelaide / Darwin

55A George Street, Parkside, SA  Australia 5063 
P +61 8 8271 9185  F +61 8 8271 9321 

sasales@materialised.com   

Brisbane

26 Balaclava St, Woolloongabba QLD Australia 4102 
P +61 7 3393 2188  F +61 7 3393 2177 

qldsales@materialised.com

Melbourne / Hobart

Suite 2/1 Bromham Pl, Richmond  VIC Australia 3121 
P +61 3 9815 3033  F +61 3 9815 3077 

vicsales@materialised.com   

Perth

189 Colin Pl, West Perth, WA Australia 6005 
P +61 8 9381 2802  F +61 8 9388 1532 

wasales@materialised.com

New Zealand

10 Dock St, Freemans Bay, Auckland New Zealand 1010

P +64 9 302 7733  F +64 9 302 7779 
nzsales@materialised.com   

Malaysia / Singapore

P +61 2 8558 3500 
sales@materialised.com

+61 2 8558 3500 | materialised.com
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Visit our website to view our entire range, get technical information, or order samples.


